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I

Present strength of opposinp; forces

1. The enemy

(a) The Allies have 7 Armies at their disposal in Prance and Belgium, Most

Allied operational divisions were formerly concentrated in the British Army
Croup Command Area in Holland,

several armoured units is Being built up in the Amoriccin 3rd Army area.
At present a concentration, including

In England there are a further .3 armies with 16 infantry divisions,
armoured divisions, 5 armoured brigades, 4 airborne divisions and 15 armoured
and assault battalions. In addition there are presumably more forces in
Northern Ireland and Scotland,

The Allied front in Italy is held by the American 5th and British 8th
lirmies vd.th a total of 32 large units,
centre of the front, driving in the direction of Bologna,

On 27 September 1 Paratroop Brigade landed in Albania and on the southern
Dalmatian Islands,

Forces are concentrated in the

Greek regular troops from Eg3^t were landed on the Greek mainland.

On the southern part of the Eastern front the enemy is concentrating on
the 2nd Ukranian front in the Klausenburg
action in this area.

In Hungary 3 enemy lines of attack are apparent:

(1) westwards from the Arad area over tie Tisa (Theiss),

(2) from the south via Debrecen to the north,

(3) from the north via the Duila Pass to the south-vrest,

Hie enemy is aiming at tlie encirclement and destruction of the German
Army Group in Hungary by outflanking it on both sides.

No Rumanian troops are inarea.

There are 58 infantry and 7 amioured "units in the Lemberg area, 89 infantry
and 56 armoured "units" east and north-east of Warsaw and 134 infantry and 48
armoured "units" in the area north-west -of Kaunas - Duenaburg,

The intended enemy lines of attack in these areas are not absolutely
clear, as reconnaissance has been limited by shortage of fuel and continuous
bad weather. Attacks will probably be made from the Baranow bridgehead
in the direction of CracoviT, from the Narew bridgeheads north of Warsav; in the
direction of Danzig, and the frontal attack on Koenigsberg continued.

(b) The /lilies have 21,590 aircraft of all types at their disposal in
\Testern Europe (Britain and Prance),

Close support formations are concentrated in Prance and take off from
airfields near the front,

A newly arrived close support Corps has been allotted the Eifel - Coblenz
- Frankfurt Saarbruecken area as its field of operations.

In the Italian theatre the enemy Ins at his disposal 7>089 fighters, close
support aircraft, four-engined bombers, twin-engined aircraft, as ■well as
transport aircraft,
of southern Prance are being m.oved back to Corsica and Italy,
of numbers and streng'th are not available.

In addition, air craft formations used in the invasion
Exact details
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The Russians have 19,000 aircraft of all types on tlie Eastern front.
Formations are concentrated in the Lemberg - Reichshof and Bialystock -

Long-range bomber formations have been brought up toLublin areas,

airfields near the front and 1 group has been moved into the area south of

if,150 aircraft,including a fe’7 long-range bomber formations,
defence duties.

Bucharest,

arc based in the enemy rean for a,i ■Y>

(c) The estimate of the situation at sea
reconnaissance.

Excluding officially reported losses, 8 battleships, 34- cruisers, 5
auxiliary cruisers, 6I+ destroyers aad 7 submarines have been observed in the
Channel and in French -ffaters since D-day. The concentration of British
and j'unerican v/arships in ports in northern England and Scotland is
increasing.

19 troop-transports were sent into the Mediterraiiean at the beginning
of October.

is incomplete owing to inadequate

The German situation2.

(a) The German ground situation is characterised by the struggle against
ovenvhelming enemy superiority.

By using all available forces in the Tfest Wall, the linglo-Zimerican
assault has been halted for the time being. lirmy units are being
reinforced by personnel released from the Air Force for employment as
infantry and by men of the VolksturiTi, Extensive use was made of the
civilian population in construction positions in the. rear.

In Italy the Army has so far succeeded in preventing the enemy from
breaking into the Po Va.lley,
forces are fighting against an enemy a.rmy composed of contingents from
m-ony Allied nations.

On this front numerically superior German

In the south-east the initial stages of the plained evacuation of
Crete raid the acgean islands were carried out vdthout much interference
and, although some losses were sustained, most of the troops were brought
across to the mainland.

uthern Greece v/as effectivelyOn the other hand the withdraiT.al from

.disrupted by air attacks on railway comm.unications and bjr British naval
atta.cks on the sea route from southern Greece to Salonica.

so

The only railT/ay line, by means of ivhich troops on the Bulgarian
front could be supplied and the withdrawal from Greece carried out, \7as
cut when the Russians captured Belgrade and Nish,
the loss of important stocks of material which cannot be carried by lorry
owing to the prevailing fuel shortage.

The withdraival of /army Group E divisions (leaving heavy equipment
behind) may be a success if energetically carried out, but groat
difficulties vdll be encountered ovrlng to terrain conditions at this time
of the year.

This v/ill rosult in

The anticipated main Russian drives on Cracow and East Prussia v/ii.l
encuunter frontal opposition from a defence system in depth, parts of
v/hich have already been extensively consolidated.

German forces have been concentrated to make allowance for the expected
enemy breakthrough attack north of llarsavf between the Narew and Vistula
rivers,'

:• -"TB
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The heaviest fighting on the northern part of the Eastern front is taking
Amrr Group North, cutplace in the Baltic provinces and in East Prussia,

off in Latvia and Lithuania, is in a difficult position.

Fighting with Finnish ’.mits and increasingly difficult weather conditions
are hindering the withdrav/al of German \mits from Finland.

(b) At sea naval forces are being concentrated at the eastern approaches of
the Channel in connection vmth the return of personnel and eqiiixjmont from
Holland, in Norwegian Vv^aters for the supply of units b

and on a smaller scale in the Aegean,^
d there and toase

maintain the flow of raiv materials.

(c) The most vit;il factor in the air situation over the Reich at the moment
As the fronts roll back oj)erational units, flying-schools,is defence,

arcraft industries etc, have been crammed into compniatively fevr airfields
and even the 2 or 3 emergency airstrips, which are part of every airfield,
are overcrowded.

The evacuation and dispersal of all industrial plants and vital supply
services from cities threatened v/ith air attack is slowly leading to a
situation in yrhich every transfer will produce a fresh concentration.

Consequently every minor target has become more impoi'tant raid is
beginning to claim protection from the Luftv/affe,

Passive defence (dispersal, camouflage, A.R.?,) can limit the effect
of enemy air attacks but can never prevent them,

^.t the moment the weather is on the enemy's side. formations
used to blind flying can take off aim land in England more easily .tlian, German
pursuit fighters from their bases. H2S, Meddo and Oboe are making bomb
dropping increasingly independent of tlie weather,

defences and fighters are not available on a. large enough scale to
prevent enemy incursions or to provide adequ.3.te protection for every target.

Consequently there are certa.in pla.ces vyhich jus tify the concentration of
These are roughly asto the disadvantage of less important targets.A

follov/s;

(a) The capital

the Reich still in production,
'prestige" tairget,

being one of the l.argest cities oi
a centre of communication and a

(b) important centres of industry;

the Ruhr, Upper Silesia, the lignite area of central Germany, industries
such as hydrogenation plants, synthetic inxhber plfuits. naval shipyards,
aircraft and tank fs.ctories etc;

(c) centres of communication;

marshalling yards, points where main routes converge, bridges over
large rivers, the Mittelland canal, the Kadser TJ’ilholm canal etc.

The abundance of targets to be protected and the proximity of the fronts
force limitations on the defenders.

All developments and production in the technical and armamenbs fields are
controlled by a new org,2inisation.
effects of the transfer of production to the Eeichs Mini
Tfar production.

It is still too early to observe the
stry of Aimaments and

/Production
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Production is limited to a fe¥ir tjqpes, mainly fighters, night fighters
and ground attack aircraft,
is also to be turned out as a fighter until further notice,
has been steadily reduced and from October only bombers capable of very high
speeds (Ar 234) will be produced.

The Me 262, formerly a high-speed bomber,
Bomber output

In September 3,730 aircraft Virere produced, i,e, 13.5^ belo-,7 the delivery
In spite of this, front-line aircraft strength has risen by 279 to

This is mainly due to the' fact that, ov/ing to the fuel
quota,
total of 6,762,

shortage, oioerations have been limited and consequently deliveries to most
operational units have exceeded losses.

a

Fighter strength rose by 374 aircraf’t to 1,984, night fighters by 155
to 1,018 and ground attack and night ground attack aircraft by 230 to 1,325.

This change which we observed in September -.Till presumably have
continued in October,

The decrease in deliveries of R/t sets is still serious and may result
in a lovrar output of fully serviceable aircraft, especially in the case
of night fighters.

No information is available regarding the introduction of new equipment
The effects of the destruction of installationsin August and September,

at the Rechlin experimental station on current developments and tests
c3.nnot be estimated.

The very lov/ endurance of the Me I63, \7hich has been used on operations
Further developments into a. limited extent, has proved a disadvantage,

progress at Junkers give promise of an increase of about 15 minutes.

The increased production of A,A. guns has not been followed by a
correspondingly higher output of A.A, ammunition. This and the lo
ammunition stocks in the West have produced a serious situation v/hich has
already led to certain reductions in ex]penditure

ofss

II

Possible cour^ses of action by the enemy

1. On land

In the Y/est the enemy will and must continue his efforts to break
His aim here is to talce the whole ofthrough the German defence belt,

Germany by making a strategic penetration into the north German plain.

This main enemy drive v/ill be supported later by  a north-easterly
thrust into central Germany from the Mainz area, provided the Rhine
defence line has been taken,

Botli attacks conform to historic principles of vmirfare.

Large scale airborne operations intho north German plain vri.ll help
ground troops to gain their initial objectives. When ready, the enemy
will attempt to occupy the R\ihr in this way. By forming a bridgehead,
he will create a jumping-off position here for further operations on the
north German plain, cripple industry and incite foreign workers to revolt.

Quite apart from the present situation and ii the light of lessons
learned on the Cotentin peninsula, the Germany Army must make every effort
to build up first-class mobile reserves.

/It
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It is important to note that the battleworthiness of armoured units is
apiparent everywlrere.

At present direct air support for the Army on any appreciable scale is
becoming increasingly difficult and more limited as regards time and space.

This also applies to the employment of A.A. defence.

The extent to v/hich a defending force must vdthdrav/ A.A. from the
battle-front is determined by the degree of air superiority achieved by the
opposing air forces.

This will present difficulties in view of the method in v/hich A.A. has
been used until nov/,

used A.A, units for ground operations, and particularly for anti-tank defence,
to an extent which is not in accordance with the requirements of air warfare.

As more and more A.A. guns are lost in ground operations and successes

are achieved only under particularly favourable conditions and as it becomes

increasingly necessary to concentrate A,A, for air protection in the rear,
the number of A,A. guns used by the Army at the battle-front must be reduced.

If all the difficulties arising from the subordination of Air Force A,A.

imits to the larmy and the apparently inevitable misuse of A.A, inthe main

defence zone are to be prevented, then there is a greater need for the Army
to be adequately equipped with its ov/n A,A„ defences.

Since the beginning of the vrar the German Army has

The concentration of A.A, at transport and industrial targets is
therefore self-evident,

to protect heavy batteries against lovz-level attacks,
these requirements, the use of A.A. for gound operations v/ill steadily decrease.

Furthermore, light batteries must be concentrated
In the.light of

British and Imierican progress on the Lov/er Ehine and in Holland will

determine vdiether a combined air-sea l;anding will be made in the Heligoland
Bight area by the 4th British Army (assembled ip, the area east of London)
and the Allied Airborne Corps (still standing by in England),

The success of a large-scale enemy landing in the Heligoland Bight and
Jutland depends on 4 main factors:

(a) the formation of the coastal areas.

(b) the Y/eather, currents tuid tides,

(c) conditions of navigation.

(^) German defence.

Examination of these circumstances may produce the following conclusions:

(a) Landings in the Frisian Islands area will encounter great difficulties.

Landings Vidll be attempted if the enemy is convinced that the area is

vreakly held.

(b) The enemy will not be able to succeed without airborne landings. These

‘ are to be expected, even though losses will be incurred in the long approach
flight,
apera-tions of this type v/ill help bring the war to an early conclusion.

The enemy will accept these losses, however, in the hope that

If the enemy occupied only the islands the whole of northern Germany
wordd be threatened.

/(c)
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(c) Northern Jutland is the v/eakest sector in the defence system
at present.

Large-scale landings may be expected here, particularly in the coastal
area between Blaavands Huk and the western outlet of Lim Fiord.

As far as strategy is concerned, a landing in Jutland would be more

advantageous for the enemy,
both sides, as is the case in the Heligol.and Bight,

(d) The most favourable time for landing attempts is after the commencement
of high pressure weather conditions betvYeen mid-December and mid-January.

Here the enemy would not be outflanked on

Successful enemy landings in the Heligoland Eight and Jutland will have
Furthermore, Norv/ay will be cutconsiderable political effect on SvYeden.

off.

After taking the Po ValFey, enemy forces in the South maj'- endeavour to
branch off into the Balkans and link up with the Russian army.

At present no forecast can be made of military and political
difficulties v/hich may arise betvYcen England and Russia here,
no doubt, however, that there are considerable weaknesses in the enemy's
front in this area.

There is

In any case, the minimum aim of the German defence vYill be to hold the
The consolidation of extensive defence zones is probablyPo Valley,

already in progress.

In the south-east, Russian operations indicate that they have built up
one of their biggest concentrations here.

They vri-ll attempt;

(a.) to fight their way into the extended southern flanlc of Germany by
taking Hungary, thereby gaining control over the Balkan States, and then,
probably at the same time maintaining a demarcation line against the
British, to push forward through the Protectorate  . to Germany, and

(b) to turn northv/ards through Vienna with the object of cutting off
eastern Germany by linking up with forces advancing from the east.

The Germans must continue fighting as long as possible in Hungary and
frustrate these enemy aims by holding the old Drave-Danube line and the
eastern frontier of Slovakia,

The winter will have relatively little effect on opera.tions in Hungary,

The Russians' v/eakness here is that they are moving further and
foirther away from their supply base.

They are in the same position as Germany in earlier campaigns.

There are now possibilities of important, decisive successes, but these
can be achieved only by offensive strategy.

For the time being however, the construction of defence lines is the
most important consideration.

Successful operations by Russian airborne forces can be prevented if we
enlarge our defences standing-by in the rear.

Units of Army Group E which are moving from south to north are a

positive factor, even i f they'arc at present engaged in heavy fighting in

/the
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the BalkaxLs yrith the Russians, Bulgarians and British,

Its movement northv/ards.  . ,1 „ merely a retreat and may become an offensive
against the flanks and rear of Russian forces fighting in Hungary,

Even though the loss of Croatia and of German influence in that area may
appear disadvantageous, the desire to prevent this happening should not lead
to the abandonment of the offensive against the flanks and rear of Russian
forces in Hungary,

After the enemy has discontinued his attempts to break through the
Carpathian passes fresh strategic opp)ortunitie,s to penetrate into Germany are
open to him if, after regrouping, he pushes forward from the south-east into
western Slovakia and from the Baranov/ area in the direction of Cracow,
enemy expects to capture the Baltic ports, take'control of the Baltic and cut
ofi the supply of raw materials from Sweden by breaking out of the bridgeheads
north of T/arsaw and reaching Danzig and by a frontal attack from the east on
Koenigsberg.

The

Available forces and weather conditions
of a German offensive in Finland,

will hardly permit the launching
As m£\ny sources of rav/ materials as

possible must be held and the iron-ore supply routes kept open.

British operations against Germany shipping off the Norwegian coast
nte that the R.A.F. intends to cut supply lines.

Furthermore, iinglo-yimericaai warship concentrations in northern England
and Scotland indicate an attack, and possibly a landing, on northern Denmark
with the object of creating a direct threat to German transport movements.

Surveillance of sea areas \7lll be a particularly important task for
German sea and air forceo •

2. In the air

Russian aircraft construction and production continues to concentrate
Army support types, the zone of operational bases being extended, to appixar-Tmately
200 km. Only Wfa of the aircraft are suitable for long-range operations.

In spite of the further increase in fighter strength, a different situation
must be expected in 19^5.

The change-over from wooden to composite or all-metal construction means
a higher performance, which will bo maintained by the use of better engines.
The days when the inferiority of the Russian air force could be taken as a matter
of course are past,

steadily improving standards and Increasing strength and v/ith aircraft equal in
performance to their ovm.

In the south enemy massed air operations have been facilitated by the
capture of the Po Valley,
engined bombers to carry a larger bomb load. This is in accordance with the
objective of Allied air strategy, which is to make destructive attacks on key
industries, transport targets and war production centres.

on

German aircrews \vill have to deal with an air f orce of

The shorter distance to the Reich will enable four-

The lack of advanced fighter bases south of the Alps will put the German
defence at a serious disadvantage. Approaching formations will not oe picked
up until shortly before they reach the German frontier as the Alpine mountains
hamper and limit the development of German radar installations. In view of
the very limited number of German fighters available, considerable difficulties
may arise with regard to assembling aircraft in readiness of action and sending
them up to intercept.

/in
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In the west the enemy v/ill make further efforts to

(a) carry on the■offensive against the Reich vrith his strategic
air forces and

(h) to smooth the way for the Army Ydth his tactical air forces.

In conformity Tfith the tactics used in Normandy, the enemy will
probably concentrate all available air forces and use massed artillery to

The intention of obliterating all
communications in northern Holland and the Ruhr is already apparent.
Movements of heavy Vfar equipment on the Rhine and Dortmund-Ems canal are
subject to tlie heaviest enemy counter-measures,
supply routes leading into the industrial a.rea and against power supplies
are SLimed at destroying these vital factors in the defence front.

Pour-engined bombers may be used at any moment in direct support of
the Army, particularly at the opening of offensives.

The increased effect and greater accuracy of enemy 5 or 6 ton bombs
are a serious threat to the heavily-manned bunkers and close combat posts
of the "Jest ¥all, which can be penetrated and put out of antion.

The ]plan to exchange the ITest T/all dug-outs for dispersed positions
in depth with good protection against splinters is imi'ninent in view of the
development of enemy v/eapons,
entirely impossible - or Yrithin limited time and space only partially
possible - to drive the enemy out of the air above the battle-front and
thus protect ground positions,
limited direct ground support by the Luftwaffe until further notice.

break through the western defences.

Operati'.ms against

The present fighter situation makes it

The army will have to manage vri-th very

In the Reich the enemy vri-11 use the bulk of his air forces o.gainst
industries whose vrork has a direct bearing on the continuation of the
\7ar. These are as follows;

(a) hydrogenation plants,

(b) fighter production,

(c) tank production,

(d) synthetic rubber plants.

Moreover, attacks are to be expected on essential auxiliary
industries delivering vital components such as ball-bearings, aluminium,
saltpetre, blast furnaces and suchlike.

The enemy will also disrupt the flow of supplies to the front and the
methodical interplay of the economic system in the Reich by incessant
attacks on transport targets.

Enemy experiments to adapt the Mosquito as a torpedo-carrier are
nearing completion,
vdll probably be used operationally in November,

Enemy a.ir strategy is aimed a.t starving the front, thereby causing
the collapse of the German ¥ehrmacht.

They are described as successful and the aircraft

He has prospects of achieving this aim with an Air Force of such
quality and strength.

/III
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Suggested counter-measures

1. The campaign in general

A defensive strategy must be pursued for the time being,
erabled for the decisive offensive to be

At the s
ass

ame
time men auid material, must be

launched later.

Liberation, relief and order.cannot be achieved in the long run by a
’V/ait-and-see" policy,

’7e must therefore attack.

Only an offensive policy v/ill save Germany and Europe,

Strategic defence cannot be a.voided at present, but is justifiable only
as long as and in so f.r.r as it serves the purpose of preparing for a decisive
offensive.

It is essential that the hard realities of the moment be seen in their

true perspective and that everything be done vdth  a view to the final offensive
battle and not to minor forms of relief.

Thus, even the defensive measures at present in force will embody the
necessary offensive spirit,
a certainty and wi^.l act accordingly.

Commanders and troops will regard victory as

If, v^-hen on the defensive, forces should be assembled for the major
objectives of a final offensive, they should not be dispersed and used up
prematurely in defensive fighting, even in the event of further reverses or
crises.

The armament industri v/ill concentrate on the main weapons for attack:
Light automatics, machine-guns, anti-tank weapons, A.A. guns, assault guns,
tanlcs and still more tanlcs.

es

Fighters, fighter-bombers and ground-attack aircraft take first place in
aircraft production,

Nev/ bomber units, still in th.j preliminary sfeges of formation, should
be enlarged.

The use of improved V-weapons in rJLl theatres of operations must be
considered and the possibilitj'" of using V-v/capons a.gainst iimerican cities,
particularly New York, must be examined.

Since the beginning of the war the enemy in the Nest has dropped 300,000
In spite of thistons of bombs on the Reich, 125,000 tons in 1944 alone,

considerable expenditure of bombs, dropped in massed raids cn a limited number
of tarots, Germany did not collapse.

IThen one considers this, one wonders to T/hat extent against the London
area we should have to employ the long-range weapons which we originally hoped
v/ould decisively change the general situation. So far about 8,000 tons of
these missiles have been launched of which, according to the enemy, only about
4,000 tons reached the target.

Moreover, it has still to be determined whether, in view of the relatively
slight effect of even large amounts of hic^i explosive against the enemy home
front, the use of present and future V-weapons against the enemy rear on all
fronts would not hc.ve more effect and influence the development of the groimd
situation more directly.

/2.
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2, On land

In addition,
volunteer PoW’s and armament workers will “be formed into European Liberation
Units to free their homeland as well as being propaganda, troops for the

European social order.

Special measures will bo introduced to reinforce the hrmy.

A considerable increase is expjected from the Russian Liberation Army,

East;

by further attacks aimed at pinning the
enemy dovm and quickly changing concentrations, especially in Hungary emd
East Prussia

There 7/ill be "off ens.ive defence

Rear defence zones v;ill be set up on the south-eastern
frontiers of the Reich, in Slovakia, Poland, Silesia and in eastern and v/est
Prussia, It must be borne in mind, however, that defence positions are of

no use if there are no troops avadlable to occupy them.

North;

Non'/ay v/ill be held.

Defences in Denmark and nortli-'/rest Gerniany must be ready for enemy
landing operations.

Vfest;

A defensive policy 77ill be continued until the 'rfehrmacht, and

particularly the Luftwaffe, has been brought up to strength,
aimed a.t regaining the Channel coast and ultimately at the destruction of

the enemj’" in the Uest v/ill then be launched.

i'in offensive

The enemy on this front is certainly stronger, but compared 7/ith the
He cannot withdra7T

and therefore a strategic offensive in the Test appears to have more chance
of success.

Eastern front his battle area is much more limited.

South;

First, the defensive 77ill be maintained and the enemjr prevented from
penetrating as far as the Alps,

Guerilla 77a.rfare3.

Terrorist and sabotage gro7ips consisting of Germans and pro-German
foreigners should be formed on a large scale.

Acting on Bolshevik lines in co-ordination v/ith Army operations, they
vrould contribute to the creation of disorder behind the enemy front and
simongst the civilian population, particularly in the Test,
Ta].loon SS units in particular could be called upon for this purpose.

In thi.s T/ay the peace-loving elements of these countries occupied by .
the enemy can nov/ be appealed to by propaganda.

According to developments in the situation, partisan groups mil be
reinforced later at strategicaJly important points by paratroop find
airborne units which are already being formed on  a large scale,

iit sea

French and

4,

Arrangements must be made to disrupt enemy sea supplies a.t least off
the Dutch coast by the use of naval small craft end other means
(submajrines, motor torpedo boats, boats charged with explosive, one-man
craft, mining, V-v/eapon bombardment of harbours).

/The
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The niariber and quality of these vTcapons must he increased extensively.

5. In the air

(a) In the West the enemy continues to ma.intain his air superiority.
German defensive policy is, hov/ever, characterised hy increasingly stronger
defence of the Reich,

The

Very heavy concentrations of A.A. at vitaJly important arma:Tients plants
and of fighters in central Germany have prodticed ahsolutely new conditions
for attacker and defender v;hen the v/cather favours the la.tter. Progress
has aAso been made in the field of passive defence (decentralisation,
camouflage, shelters) which indicates a strengthening of defence.

lighter production has reached an unprecedented level and is still
This will enable a fighter arm to be formed and sent into actionrising,

vdiich, it is confidently expected, v/ill deal decisive blov/s agaiinst the
attacking enemy air forces.

Further efforts must be made to make this fighter arm even stronger,
A deviation from the course of action once taken leads to a decline in

battle strength after several days of consecutive heav^,' action, and the
required basis of a decisive victory, namely the formation of a battle-

worthy whole, becomes impossible.

n successful defence is not po
up initially and kept up to strength,
provide the basis and potcntia.1 for the creation of offensive forces,

(b) In the follov/ing the views of tiie C.O, ist. Staffed 3OO Fighter Gruppe,
Hauptmann Stamp, are set forth, in which important questions regarding air
defence are examined.

ihle unless adequate forces are built
A pox'/erful defence in depth Y/ill

c* 0
i->0

Vievra on the prospects of success of the newest superior fighter types
are dealt v/ith and it is suggested that they be used in action even though
they v;-ill not he available in large numbers for some time.

Enemy bomber forma.tions are protected bj^ two-types of fighter escort:

(1) a strategic group (free-lance operations along the bomber route), .and

(2) a tactical group (direct cover for the m.ain bomber formation).

This escort system is very effective owing to- its flexibility and the
possibility of quick concentration, .and v.toen used in conjunction with
dispersed bomber formations it is almost impossible to increase the number
of aircraft being shot dovm at present.

The present problem of air defence over the Reich is not so much, a
question of how to concentrate our fighter forces to the greatest possible
extent, but;-

(1) hov/ to deal effectively with the enemy fighter escort and clear
the w.ay to the bombers, and

(2) at the same time, ho\7 to reduce German fighter losses.

In viev/ of the performances of the Me IO9 and Fw 190 as compaired with
enemy fighter -types the numerical advanta^ge of fighters in intercepting units
must be increased to at least a ratio of ty to 1 over the enemy fighter cover
if German successes ane to be improved to a decisive degree.

/At
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At the moment not only too fev/ enemy hombers are being shot do-vm, but,
owing to enemy fighter escorts, German fighter losses are so high that
formations are fading av/ay.

Moreover, Tempests and Spitfires can now reach the middle of the Reich.
Ov'dng to this development, the German fighter arm will suffer reverses from
vfhich it can hardly recover unless it succeeds in effectively opposing
enemy -aims.

The solution to the problem of defending the Reich successfully is to
be .found, therefore, in counter-measures against the numerical and, in
pa.rticular, the qualitative superiority of enemy fighter types.

At present the German aim is to gain numerical superiority over enemy
fighter escorts in the heart of Germany.

If fighters are heavily concentrated and skilfully directed, a large
number of enemy aircraft will doubtless be shot dovm in the initial
engagements,

standard, German losses should be kept within bearable limits.

The enemy may take the following counter-measures:

If combat conditions are favourable and flying mits up to

continuation of attacks using different e cort tactics, or

continuation of attacks, avoiding v/eather conditions T/hich Vifill
permit German fighters to be used on a la.rge scale.

c3S

In the first instance, the enemy may recognise that large-scale
operations by the German fighter arm are limited owing to technical and
personnel problems, and that he will turn these operations into a battle
of attrition by incessant attacks regardless of losses,
fighter a.rm could not maintain this pace indefinitely, as a brief
sequence of large-scale operations vrould soon reduce technical
serviceabilit"" alone to a state in v/hich the term
would no longer be justified.

Moreover, the enemy may change his present escort tactics .and-likewise
concentrate his fighter forces, thus quickly -achieving equality or superiority,

pi vie\r of the above, there appears to be no immediate possibility of
changing the- air situation over the Reich with the means at our disposal
at present.

The German

large-scale operation'

If, on the other hand, the Luftwa.ffe can put up sufficient n-umbers
of ne\j' superior aircraft, we ¥/ill deal with enemy fighters as a first
step towards bringing about a change in the air situation. The Me 262,
a new single-seater fighter, mil justify these expectations.

Approaching bomber formations -and their fighter screen could be
intercepted at the frontier of the Reich, thus forcing fighters to drop
their extra fuel tanks and preventing them from escorting the bombers,"

In this v/ay the Luftiwaffe ?/ill regain not only technical, but also
moral superiority. The German fighter command will -also have
ireedom of action, and this ¥ri.ll lead to a more effective,
flexible use of forces.

more

vd.despread and

The enemy will be forced to carry out less widespread operations.
This applies both to fighter formations,which will have to cease loose
formation operations covering practically the whole of Germany and form
close, secure groups, as well as to bomber fonmation^ which will also
have to close in ovd.ng to the contracting escort, thus offering better
targets to the German defence forces.

/Presumingav -
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Presuming that one new fighter can replace 5 earlier types, 20 high-^speed
fighters vrould leave 100 of the others free to deal Y;ith the homhers,

estimate appears even more favourable in practice, as the moral effect of

qualitative superiority can never he expressed in figures. Losses would be
greatly reduced if high-speed-fighters were used, as owing to their superior
speed they are usually vulnerable only v/hen t2Lk:ing off and landing.

Once air superiority over German territory hais been achieved, attacks
c<an then be made on enemy air assembly laoints and bases,

serious disorder and weakening of effort at the very least. Surprise
attacks on bomber groups forming up at assembly points will also force the
enemy to protect these points vfith fighters, Y/hich vd.ll therefore not be
available for escorts or operations at the front.

After the fronts have been withdravm and the necessity of centralising

direction and employment of forces as the area of operations grov/s smaller
has been taken into account, the following proposals might be put forward:

Fighters and A.A. of the Reich defence forces should be united in one

Air Defence Corps (formerly 1st Jagdkorps),

Luftgau H.Q.*s should be completely independent of A.A. command. They
v/ould be responsible for A.R.P. and administration, and only for supply and
ground organisation, whore outside the sphere of air defence.

There are A to 5 fighter divisions in the Reich for this purpose, and
these would use the fighters intheir command areas in comi^liance with the
orders of the Air Defence Corios.

Moreover, the fighter divisions would be fully responsible for their

ground organisation, suprly questions and communica,tions. system.

For this purpose they would each have the following in their staffs:

a senior ground organisation commander,
a senior supply commander, and
a senior signals commiander.

These s.enior commanders would at the same time be troop commanders and
■ and would be at divisional- battle headquarters.

In this way central battle headque.rters could be set up, and these could
take a direct part in conducting op)erations aiid supply,. Unified command

would be guaranteed and forces could be concentrated quiclcLy at any point.

Special arrangements should be made regarding co-operation between

fighter divisions and Luftgau H.Q’s,

Small signals sections of 4 to 6 men should be set up at all airfields
used by fighters, under the command of the Fighter Division, Tliese sections
would issue reports and indents from units directly to divisions and the
senior commanders concerned. Intermediate posts and the delays caused by
them would thus be elLminatedaid time and energy taken up by various
authorities and service channels would be saved.

This

This Yvill cause

(c)

Operational Gruppen and Geschwader would be saved  a great deal of work,
as all operational rex^orts and supply, personnel and equipment indents would
pass through them directly to the divisions,

A well-organised telecommunications net'/vork is necessary and, indeed,
already exists.

The number of divisional staffs and the size of Luftgau H.Q.’'s would
be reduced by this arrangement.

/The
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The n'umber of posts \70uld certainly not increase beyond, the strengths
of the former staffs - they would probably be reduced.

A.A. defences would be grouped in (reinforced) A.A. divisions, which
would co-operate v/ith the fighter divisionfi concerned under direct command

igi A.A. General vath the xcowers of a corps
He v/ould be in command

of the Air Defence Corps
commander would be at the Air Defence Corps H.Q.
of all subordinate A,A. units and would in turn be subordinate to the idr

Defence Corps commander.

Furthermore, it is suggested that 2 of the i). Staffeln of every fighter
Gruppe be merged intoone unit,
without impairing the readiness for action and transferability of a Gruppe,

In the case of the !+^ Gruppen oxoerating in the command area of

Luftflottc Reich a saving of 328 officers ond 3034 NCOs and men of

general duty and technical categories would result,

(d) Requirements for active defence;

This vrould m3.ke for economy in personnel

More extc’nsive day and night fighter oxacrations talcing first lalace
over all other requirements.

Priority construction and incessant use of all available modem

fighters (jets).

Requirements for ]passive defence;

Industry, administration and railv/ays must be decentralised at all
costs.

Present termini for long-distan.ee, suburban and goods trains must be
Marshalling yards must also be decentralised.changed.

Even the smallest installations must be camouflaged.

Railways must be more strongly defended and the tell-tale white
steam from locomotives dravn off into condensers.

Perries must be set up at all important railv/ay and road bridges.

The following requirements in the field of day and night fighter
ox)erations are essential factors for a successful air defence;

su-perior speed and climb,
increased range a'pproaching that of enemy tyx^es, and
clear vision, as at such high speeds the pilot who spots his opponent

first has the advantage, A heating system -which vdll prevent ice and
condensation from forming on fighter cockpits at great heights is also
necessary.

The maximum boost altitude must be raised (exliaust gas turbines).

Fighters must be equipped v/ith a navigations! aid v;hich vdll enable
formations to take off and land even in bad weather conditions.

Fighter control methods must be changed; ,an effort must be made to

'produce 0. device y/hich will show the fighter*  s position as a point
alternating according to movement.

Scifcr escape devices from these fighters must be introduced
(catapult seat).

/Armament
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/irmament must be improved so that the fighter can fire from long range

with the prospect of hitting the tonget whilst remaining outside the

effective range of bomber armament.

Large-calibre anaament must have a higher trajectory and a faster rate
of fire.

Aircraft must be fitted v/ith as many guns as possible so that the ferget
can be brought under heavy fire quickly.

Guns of larger calibre must be used so that the greatest number of

possible successes will be obtained v/ith .a few hits. All calibres

exceeding 3 cm. come into this category (the rate of fire must also be
increased),

Aircraft must be fitted with a gun vdiich v/ill fire a, large number of-
rouiads simultaneously.

This would require special sights which vrould measure range and
deflexion and fire automatically.

The jet fighter, vdiich has already -proved a success in action, must
At present, this Is the only aircraft capableundergo further develo-pnent.

of effective action against high-flying i'unerican bombers.

Formations of these aircraft must be dispersed and suitable Autobahnen

used as ri.uiwa,ys.

Radar installa.tions must be set up on railways.

In order to avoid the dix'ficultics of finding suitable jet-fighter
airfields and of making them less vulnerable to air attacks, the gjossibility
of aircraft using the nuxacrous lalces in Germany for landing and taking off
should be examined (appropriate technical development will be necessary),

ainst a]pproaching bomber formations
even in the worst weather conditions by using the He 177 fitted with 33 “ 21
cm, mortar bombs.

Effective action could be taken

Aerial mino-laj'-ing is also thought to have prospecte of success against
bomber formations.

Requirements for night fighter operations:

Increase of radio aids to improve the detection of the Ge.rman fighter
position for better control of units ("Y" installations).

More extensive jamming to paralyse enemy aircraft r/t and radar over
the Reich,

More extensive use of the "Himmelbett" interception apparatus as a

precautionary measure in the TTest,

The use of Me 262 and Do 335 against Mosquito formations,
airbome search apparatus and operator in fighters employed over objects
and in interception.

Night fighter control equipment to enable aircraft to fly in formation.

Positions of German and enemy aircraft to be shovm on a screen thus

eliminating the necessity of control from the ground which is subject to
jamming.

The use of

/controlIT»v r~o
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Control transmission equipment v;hich cannot be jammed.

Target approach, equipment \7ith continual irequency change as^
measure against enemy airborne search apparatus and jamming transmitters.

Small, light and easily-operated plan position indicator vdth a
range of 50 metres.

Small long and short wave receivers for commentary reports.

Co-ordination of search equipment and armament (blind firing).

Single and t\7in-engined fighters to be housed in rain-proof and
snow-proof shelters.

Introduction of American non-skid tyres.

Aero-engines to be equipped v/ith exhaust gas turbines.

a

Distribution

Translation VIl/90Same as for
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